Annual Report 2020-21
Aspiration Group
SCIENCE

In this year, the children have started and also completed the NIOS
10th science book. The physics and the chemistry portion were
covered by Ambika didi and Jagat bhaiya. The biology was covered
by showing the children some short videos of the chapters like
Reproduction, control and coordination and heredity as there was
no biology teachers to teach them. Veerinder didi, who comes
every year could not come due to the lockdown. She was then to
take online classes but got Covid. The children were given notes of
every chapters so that it would be easy for them to revise for the
exams. The children are attentive during the class. Since they have
finished the NIOS 10th book they were given a test after every
chapter when revision was over. They were given only one day for
revising each chapter. Almost all the children are able to perform
well in the tests.
There are a few
children who were to appear for class 10th
NIOS Board exams in March, but the exams
have been postponed due to Covid. The
children did the assignments on their own
which was submitted to the NIOS centre. They
also completed the practical file. They are now
revising for the exams by solving the previous
year question papers and memorising the notes given by the teachers.

ENGLISH
There are fourteen children who are attending the English class. Out of them five childrenBhagwan, Kumari, Surya, Herekrishna and Abhay are preparing for their board exams to be held
in April’21. Except for Maina and Lakshya, the other children- Malti, Bhagwati, Tulika, Chirag,
Pinki, Rohit and Sachindra will be appearing for their board exams in October’21. Since they are
appearing for their exams, they have covered their syllabus of English and are revising each
chapter. In grammar they have learnt- Active and Passive, Direct and Indirect, Verbs, Adjectives,
etc. In writing they have practised Formal and Informal Letter writing, Notice writing, Message
writing, etc. They have finished doing the question and answers from the second English course
book and are continuing practising from the first book.
During this period students of Aspiration group learnt many things. They mostly did grammar
with Sangita didi and group reading with Pranjal bhaiya. The books they read with Pranjal bhaiya
are Macbeth and Merchant of Venice and many other plays by William Shakespeare, To Kill a
Mockingbird by Harper Lee, Hobbit by JRR Tolkien and Siddhartha by Herman Hesse. Sometimes
during group reading plays, Pranjal bhaiya would give character roles to the children and that
way they enjoyed reading. In this way they read many of the plays written by William
Shakespeare. Pranjal Bhaiya himself read some passages to make them hear the pronunciation
of the difficult words.
They learnt grammar with Sangita didi. She taught them direct-indirect speech, active-passive
voice, letter writing, paragraph writing, notice writing, report writing, message writing,
application writing and dialogue writing. She made them solve the previous years’ question
papers in order to find out the part of grammar they were facing difficulties with. She then
clarified their doubts so that in future they won’t face any problem.
Most of the children had their doubts in the grammar. We tried to clarify their doubts by using
different methods for different children. We mostly made them do letter writing and report
writing as many of them had doubts in the steps, about what comes after which step. After giving
questions on letter writing and report writing they were able to differentiate between informal
and formal letter writing.
They read stories from the 10th NIOS textbook and we gave them tests in which they usually
scored good marks as they find English an easy subject.
We sometimes showed them movies and documentaries to improve their listening skills,
comprehension and pronunciations, such as Frankenstein and other English movies. They
enjoyed this because it was a source of entertainment for them and also learning.
They did free reading once a week, where they went to the library, selected books, and did loud
reading with us. Most of them have good English and can read and write the spellings correctly,
but some children have to work on their pronunciation in order to write them correctly. They

have to read more books which will help them improve. A few of them have also to work on their
spoken English.
MATHS
There were 16 children in
Aspiration group studying
Mathematic in the session
2020- 21. Three of them
appeared for their 10th
board examination in Feb2021 and five of them will
be appearing in April.
They are working hard for
their examination by
doing some previous
years’ question papers as a test. Their progress in preparation is satisfactory. Hope they will do
well in their examination. Six students will appear for their board examination in October 2021
and the remaining two will appear in April 2022. The first group is going to complete their course
by the end of June. They are spending 3 hours a day in doing math but still need more confidence
in all the chapters. Their revision round will give them confidence.
HINDI
There are 12 children in this group who are doing Hindi very well. In this year we have covered
our 10th class syllabus of NIOS
and did grammar. All the
children are able to write the
answers to any question from
their syllabus because they
have understood it well. We
have two books. We studied
each chapter- one by one- by
reading,
understanding,
question answers and test
from each chapter. After
completing both the books,
th
we did 10 class grammar, one topic at a time with lots of grammar practice work. We gave a
test in Hindi from the whole syllabus and children scored good marks. We have solved 5 previous
years’ question papers.

SOCIAL STUDIES
Four children were to appear for their exams
in October, but finally gave in February and
five children were to appear in April but are
going to give in June. The exams were
postponed due to Covid. The children whose
exams are approaching are just given tests
and their doubts and difficulties are
addressed. The other children are having
regular classes. Since the syllabus has been
completed, they are just revising and giving chapter wise tests. The students are also solving
previous year question papers. All of them have answered the questions from the book. Most of
them have performed well in the tests.
MUSIC

Aspiration group children are preparing for
their class 10th board exams. This does not
deter them from taking out time to continue
their music. All the children sign. A few of them
formally learn vocal classical music. There are
many who learn tabla or flute. A few learn the
keyboard and guitar. Due to the board exams,
the children sometimes have to skip classes.

Tabla: - There are six aspiration group
children learning tabla from Ganesh
bhaiya. During this year they have
learnt the kaidayas of teental and have
been practising Teental, Jhaptal,
Dadra, Keherva, etc. On every Tuesday
evening they have the music class. On
Saturdays in the assembly they play
some taals and kaiydas.
The children are interested in learning
tabla.
Flute: - Six children are learning flute. On Tuesdays Mani di and Bhavna di are taking the flute
class.
The children are learning Raag Bilawal in Teental. They take-out melodies of various songs and
play folk tunes. A few children are quite interested and show good performance.

Shramdaan

There are five groups for doing various shramdaans
and the Aspiration Group children are divided in all
the groups except for a few who are preparing for
their exams. They do various works in the morning
like Kitchen- on their turn they cut vegetables,
clean the dining hall and help in cooking breakfast;
Hostel and school cleaning- in this they sweep and
clean groups; Gardening- in this they grow
vegetables, water plants, turn the soil for growing
and the children also do bathrooms cleaning and
preparing dish washing liquid soap for washing
utensils.
GAMES

The children play various games. First, they
all do exercises and running. Then they play
games like Football, basketball, volleyball, handball, Frisbee, etc. The children also participate in
Swimming and Cycling but this year we have not had this activity due to Covid as all possibilities

of interaction with outsiders is avoided. In swimming we don’t have any interaction, but children
could get a cough or cold.
Their sports are usually taken by Jagat bhaiya and Basant bhaiya. The children are very energetic
during games and most of them put in all their efforts.

Sports Day

This year we celebrated sports day in the month of and games instead of physical January. We
mainly focused on athletics demonstration like other years. The reason for this was that we were
in lockdown, hence no visitors, parents or villagers were invited for our Sports Day.
Aspiration group participated in different activities such as races like 100m, 200m, obstacles
course, baton relay, Math race, different jumps like long jump, high
jump and triple jump. One month before the Sports Day, all the
children started practising the above-mentioned athletics events,
in rotation. All the children participated in all activities.
Football match and basketball match were played amongst the
children. The basketball match was played amongst the girls and
the boys played football matches.
Obstacles race was
great fun for all.
Around
12
obstacles were set
in
a
circular
course. All the children were asked to complete
the obstacles one by one, without missing. Time
taken by each individual was noted down. The

obstacles included tight rope walk, balancing beam walk, walk on small tin cans, jumping over
hurdles, crawling through a narrow path, crossing through a tunnel, river crossing, mirror walk,
maze, jumping from a height and Tarzan jump, etc. Tug of war is one of the interesting and fun
activity for all children, didis and bhaiyas. Everyone participated with full enthusiasm and
enjoyed.

Programmes
During the year, Aspiration group celebrated
many festivals such as Sri Aurobindo’s Birthday
and Independence day, The Mother’s Birthday,
Tara didi and School’s Birthday, Ganesh
Chaturthi, Christmas, New Year, etc. Children of
Aspiration group had presented some items in
the following festivals. These are:
Tara didi and School’s birthday (5th
July): On this day, some of the
aspiration group girls and boys had
presented a dance on a Desia
(tribal) song taught by Hari bhaiya
and had performed a Bhangra
taught by Suparna didi.
Sri
Aurobindo’s
Birthday
and
Independence Day (15th August): All
the children had gone to the
Meditation Hall in the ashram to pay

their respects to Sri Aurobindo.
Programmes were also held in the school.
Some aspiration group children had
performed a dance on the song “Vande
Mataram" taught by Hari bhaiya.
Christmas: On this day Aspiration group had sung two songs of Jesus. One was in
Hindi, taught by Vidyottama didi, the song was 'Dekho tara’. The other was a

Punjabi song taught by Chandrama didi.
The song was 'yeshu mere nal nal
rendave'.
New Year- 2021: Some of the Aspiration
group girls performed two dances on
two different songs taught by Neela didi.
The Mother’s Birthday (21st February):
Aspiration group had put up a play on
this day- 'Ascent to truth'. This was
taught by Chndrama didi and Bikanti didi.

